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IQVIA Virtual NLP Summit 2022
The artificial intelligence (AI) landscape is continually evolving, with a growing demand for explainable solutions,
point solutions, and products that can easily integrate into workflows and existing systems. This year, our
community came together to share use cases, network and hear about the latest natural language processing (NLP)
developments from the IQVIA NLP team (formerly Linguamatics). A huge thank you to all who took part.

What was it?

Why attend?

The IQVIA Virtual NLP Summit brought together a community of healthcare

The summit provided opportunities to learn about NLP, with unprecedented

experts, data scientists, end users and more to share their real world use cases,

access to IQVIA NLP experts; hear real life use cases from customers at your

projects and successes with NLP. Our NLP experts discussed the latest product

leisure; and network with peers. This exciting event attracted speakers and

and technology updates, and showcased our new NLP APIs.

attendees from top pharma companies (e.g. Sanofi, Chiesi), the FDA, and leading

The event included networking opportunities and interactive polls, as well as
opportunities to “ask an expert.” There were also some brand new training
opportunities open to the community.

Who was it for?
The summit was open to anyone working in pharma and biotech, hospitals and
healthcare providers, integrated delivery networks, payers and organizations

healthcare (e.g. NorthShore, Kaiser Permanente, Wash U) and technology
organizations. Most of the presentations are now available on demand.

What’s in this guide?
This booklet summarizes many of the presentations from the summit,
accompanied by illustrations produced in real time to give a visual synopsis of the
topics covered.

looking to partner with IQVIA to add NLP to their existing offerings.
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NLP as a key enabler for data science in healthcare
John Brimacombe, Senior Director and GM of IQVIA NLP, welcomed participants to the 2022 NLP Virtual Summit.
He discussed key trends in healthcare and highlighted major product enhancements in IQVIA NLP 2.0. This supports
the growing role of data scientists and adds machine learning (ML) based techniques to the platform. He previewed
three major additions: High-performance, real-time, cloud-hosted APIs; the new IQVIA Human Assisted Review Tool
(HART); and the Content Store.
John outlined the IQVIA NLP platform’s place within the broader human data

The third component of IQVIA NLP’s evolution is the Content Store. This contains

science offerings of IQVIA, known as IQVIA Connected Intelligence. This combines

200 million scientific and regulatory documents enriched by NLP with IQVIA

scale and skill in technologies, data and services to deliver advanced healthcare,

ontologies, and is available for use by research innovators via NLP Interactive

with customers including pharma and biotech companies, payers, providers and

Extraction (i2e), the Insights Hubs and HART, and also programmatically via the

government agencies worldwide. As data science develops, NLP is increasingly

self-service APIs.

accepted as a credible enabler for AI and ML, and a core component in the data
science ecosystem.

John also described ongoing work on the NLP Insights Hubs. Off-the-shelf Insights
Hubs have high-value queries and dashboards focused on communities such as

John described three major initiatives that recognize the growing role of

safety or medical affairs, and in addition IQVIA can build custom Insights Hubs in-

data scientists and bring ML-based techniques into the platform. The first

cloud or on-premise to meet particular user applications.

opens the power of the IQVIA NLP platform to direct consumption via highperformance, real-time, cloud-hosted APIs in the IQVIA API marketplace. Access
to transformation and feature fetch services via simple API calls will simplify data
science workflows with quickly integrated NLP.
The second major enhancement is the new IQVIA Human Assisted Review Tool
(HART), which lets a human curator interact with NLP-marked up documents, and
accept or correct the mark-up and add missing assertions or facts. It also enables
clinicians to confirm NLP extractor assertions to drive precision medicine, and aids
data scientists creating gold standards or assessing NLP performance.
4 | IQVIA Virtual NLP Summit 2022

John concluded that the real value is in the way IQVIA NLP is impacting patient care
and the patient journey, and accelerating the development of medicines, shown in
various use cases throughout the NLP Summit.

“[Our latest NLP developments] create high alignment
with data science and machine learning. We’re
delivering the value of NLP via interactive and selfservice interfaces.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3Ql1KlT
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Needle in a haystack: How text mining helps Sanofi find the right
drug label information
Priya Puthankar and Gabriela Marroquin are Managers in the Global Labeling Team at Sanofi. They discussed the value
of drug label information and described Sanofi’s Drug Label Explorer project—this uses NLP to create a searchable drug
label system based on data from the FDA, EMA, and French and Spanish databases, and has replaced tedious manual
searches with extensive and efficient searching options. These allow deeper exploration of drug label information for
topics like contraindications and adverse reactions. Priya and Gabriela also highlighted key learnings from the project.
Gabriela outlined the extensive and valuable content in drug labels, including

better understanding differences in labeling terminology and mindsets between

indications, usage, warnings and evidence submitted for approval. Different

different jurisdictions.

regulatory jurisdictions and databases use different and inconsistent formats
and terminologies in their drug labels, which makes searching for topics like
precedents and prior approvals difficult. Experts were faced with tedious and
time-consuming manual searches across multiple disparate drug label sources,
and Sanofi decided to investigate the use of NLP text mining to optimize their
processes and free up experts to focus more on using their expertise.
The Drug Label Explorer project used IQVIA NLP to create a repository of
searchable indexes from drug label data imported from the FDA, EMA, and
French and Spanish databases, applying pre-built NLP queries. The application
has a front end for staff to run their own or pre-built searches, and has enabled
rapid searches for several strategically important topics. Examples include
finding labels for a class of drugs from one or several sources; identifying labels
used in specific patient populations; finding label content about specific adverse
reactions for different types of drug, to improve regulatory authoring; and
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Priya concluded by describing four key learnings from the Drug Label Explorer
project: The importance of working with the user community, with frequent
internal communication to understand and manage expectations; the need to
balance the effort and benefit of individual system requirements; the need to
work as a team across a broad user base; and the importance of structuring
document sections to aid in searching.
Drug Label Explorer is well accepted in Sanofi, and its users are excited to see
upcoming new features.

“Drug Label Explorer is an important capability for the

team. We learned that NLP is powerful when applied
in a way that helps users get more than they can with
standard approaches.”
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Connected NLP
David Milward is Senior Director for NLP Technology at IQVIA, and he described the role of connected NLP in
providing a seamless end-to-end experience for users. He discussed semi-automated workflows, and introduced and
demoed the IQVIA Human Assisted Review Tool (HART) as applied to NLP output curation, creating gold standards,
evaluating NLP results and training new ML models. He concluded by outlining the many enhancements and new
features in the IQVIA NLP platform and tools.
David discussed how IQVIA’s connected NLP facilitates semi-automated workflows

also be used offline on large corpora in order to compare differences, which can

to enhance many aspects of NLP and ML processes. He introduced the new HART

then lead to improvements in both.

tool, which enables human curators to review and correct NLP-processed output,
or to label documents from scratch. Data can be reviewed and cleaned in concert
with the evidence, and assertions can be accepted or rejected. David illustrated
the use of HART with examples from an outcomes measures study and several
smoking studies. Items can be linked together and grouped, which can help
identify inconsistencies for further review.
HART can be integrated into different NLP workflows, and David outlined
several possibilities, including calling HART after running an i2e query, and
using HART to call out to NLP. Examples included annotation with MedDRA
or social determinants of health (SDOH) using an IQVIA NLP API, or custom
transformations from an IQVIA Data Factory.
David drilled into different strategies for combining i2e queries with ML models in
semi-automated workflows, to balance required levels of precision and recall. As
new training data is created with more corrections from the human annotator, the
ML model should improve over time. An ML approach and a query approach can
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David described another example of hybrid i2e querying and ML in generating
Hierarchical Condition Categories (HCC) codes. As well as the HCC code, the hybrid
approach can provide a finer grained ICD-10 diagnosis code, with the query-based
approach giving context and semantic matching based on BERT to give the codes.
David concluded by summarizing the many enhancements and new features
included in recent and new platform releases. There has been a focus on
improving multilingual aspects, especially for major European languages. Support
for ML has been strengthened by the addition of BERT integration through the
ONNX framework.

“We have improved support for ML and deep learning,

not only allowing ML to be used via the NLP connector,
but now more directly via support for the ONNX
framework for neural networks.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3xLQPuf
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Automating phenotype extraction with natural language
processing in a real world precision oncology platform
Irfan Shah is Director of Business Development at Guardant Health, and he described how Guardant uses IQVIA
NLP in developing its real world evidence (RWE) database GuardantINFORM. Important phenotypic information
in pathology reports is buried in unstructured free text. Irfan described the NLP processes used to extract and
structure this information, and discussed a recent case study facilitated by this additional data.
Irfan introduced Guardant Health as a leading precision oncology company that

recognition (OCR), NLP metadata extraction, stemming, tagging, chunking,

sequences the genomic profiles of patients to guide therapy selection. The testing

terminology mapping, annotation, and concept extraction and normalization.

results are stored in Guardant’s database, and the company sought to leverage

The output was validated using a gold standard approach, and the validated data

this amassed dataset to generate real world insights in oncology patients.

was then added to the database.

There are three main aspects of RWE that contribute to its power: Volume of

NLP enabled the addition of previously inaccessible pathology report data for more

records, and diversity and representativeness of populations; breadth and depth

than 100,000 patients to GuardantINFORM, including smoking status, performance

of data sources; and quality of the data set in terms of reliability, consistency

status, histology and cancer tests such as PD-L1, ER/PR/HER2 and TNM stage, along

and completeness. Guardant’s RWE database GuardantINFORM has clinical

with related key information. Irfan concluded by discussing a collaborative project

and genomic information on over 200,000 cancer patients, with 20,000 having

with a biopharma client where knowledge of patients’ smoking history—one of the

longitudinal genomics information. The Guardant-captured data is 100%

data elements extracted by NLP—was a key factor in identifying unmet medical

complete, and in a structured format ready for interrogation and analysis;

needs in patients with Class II and III BRAF alterations.

however pathology reports, which contain important patient phenotypic and

“By continuing to implement and scale [...] this NLP

other information, are submitted as unstructured free text.
Guardant partnered with IQVIA NLP to process the pathology reports, and
retrieve and convert the unstructured information into a consistent structured
format that could be added to the RWE database. Irfan described the end-to-end
workflow in detail and outlined the subprocesses: Document optical character
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solution, we see the volume of the database continuing
to scale, and we see the opportunity to add more depth
to our database […] including clinical outcomes and
additional patient demographic information.”
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Spanning the gap: Connecting data scientists to unstructured
information
Paul Milligan is Director, Product Strategy IQVIA NLP Technology, and he discussed how three IQVIA NLP products—
hosted NLP APIs, HART and the Content Store—can provide data scientists and those they support with better,
quicker and more detailed information extracted via NLP from different content sources. The enriched information is
delivered in diverse formats tailored for immediate use or further downstream processing.
Paul set the scene for his product introductions by describing how IQVIA NLP

The next new product was HART, which enables human review and enrichment

overcomes the challenges of finding and extracting structured information from

of NLP-annotated data. Via an easy-to-use UI, a curator can assess and accept or

unstructured data sources, which have variability in synonyms, aliases, grammars,

reject NLP assertions, and add new ones, thereby improving precision and recall,

etc. that can confuse the intended meaning. Extracting information, context

especially when used iteratively to improve NLP queries. Data can be exported

and document position, and then normalizing and harmonizing them, allows

from HART for downstream use to create gold standards and training data. HART

identifying of longer distance relationships that require linguistic or semantic

can be deployed on an Enterprise Server or via software as a service (SaaS). HART

understanding, which is IQVIA NLP’s forte.

can also be built into custom workflows such as using the IQVIA NLP Data Factory.

Paul introduced IQVIA NLP APIs. These offer a broad range of transformation and

Paul concluded by describing recent enhancements to the Content Store, which

search tools accessed via cloud-based RESTful web APIs, with a new “freemium”

now contains over 200 million documents. New sources include pre-print servers

pay-per-request licensing model that provides 5,000 free units per month. The

medRxiv and bioRxiv. Springer Nature content is also available to registered

service is hosted in multiple regions including the USA and Europe to ensure HIPAA

subscribers. The Content Store provides instant access to rich content via Insights

and GDPR compliance. The initial release has five APIs with a sixth imminent, for two

Hub or I2E without needing to source documents.

main uses: Processing proprietary data and leveraging data from the IQVIA Content
Store. Paul demoed several applications of the APIs, including quickly determining
SDOH from free text, and clearly visualizing the results.
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“This is a great moment to provide these new products
[…] and to connect more quickly and directly with
data scientists and those who use the data they are
processing and generating.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3zT2jxF
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Deep phenotyping, AI and the future of precision health
Philip Payne is Chief Data Scientist, School of Medicine, at Washington University in St. Louis, and he described the
learning health record system, and how AI and NLP are used to harness the electronic health record (EHR) to build an
evidence base to inform the future of precision health. Dr Payne illustrated the application of deep phenotyping with NLP
in developing algorithms that predict the progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) to allow better patient interventions.
Philip set the scene by describing precision health as moving from treating

and solutions could improve quality, safety, outcomes and values for patients

patients as a function of averages into a world where measurements of an

and populations.

individual’s unique phenotype are used to align diagnosis, treatment and longterm management with the best scientific evidence relating to that individual
patient. There is also a focus on wellness promotion and improving not just the
patient’s care, but also that of their family members and communities.

The program has built cohorts of tens of thousands of deeply phenotyped
patients and has mined their EHRs using NLP validated against a gold standard
to understand the features that define patients with these common conditions.
The NLP processing pipelines gave uniformly high precision, recall and F-scores,

Philip argued that the EHR is the ideal living laboratory for continuous learning

and the extracted information was used to build recurrent neural networks that

and improvements as it is near to providers, patients and populations; it can be

can predict AD progression for up to five years. It also identified markers that flag

made available in multiple places, times and formats; it can store multiple data

patients at the highest risk for AD-related dementia progression, and allowed

modalities, not just structured data; and it is infinitely scalable. AI and NLP then

clustering of patients into groups with more precise sub-genotypes that can help

have a crucial role in identifying and extracting phenotypic data that is currently

in understanding transitions in disease states.

buried in unstructured fields in the EHR and other reports and data signals
including, increasingly, wearables and other computing sources and sensors.
Philip then described a program at Washington University that is exploring
the frontiers of a learning health system in a collaboration with the Medical
School, Health System Partners and Centene Corp., and focusing on areas
such as neurodegeneration, oncology, metabolic syndrome, and chronic
conditions including congestive heart failure or pulmonary disease. These all
have a high degree of variability in outcomes and cost, and better evidence
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“We see a clear set of differentiations across a

spectrum of severity of disease. This supports not
just the explicability of the clusters, but also their
clinical plausibility, informed by functional measures
extracted with NLP from the semi-structured
information in the EHR.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3xuDCEP
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Precision population health and risk stratification: Transform
unstructured data across the healthcare ecosystem
Calum Yacoubian is Associate Director, IQVIA NLP Strategy in Healthcare. He focused on four domains for
Healthcare NLP—precision medicine, population health, risk stratification and predictive analytics. He concluded
with an overview of case studies that demonstrate the NLP value proposition.
Calum reiterated how NLP adds value to healthcare by surfacing the 80% of

be used to power predictive analytics by equipping data scientists with high quality

information that is buried and unused in unstructured free text documents.

NLP-extracted data validated with the HART tool. This can be shared, enhanced

Healthcare data is big, messy, disparate and growing faster than any other

in discussion with clinicians, and used to develop prediction algorithms that can

industry, and NLP excels in identifying, extracting, normalizing and structuring

suggest likely courses of disease or chances of remission.

key data from the multiple disparate data systems, documents, notes and reports
that record a patient’s journey through the healthcare system.

Calum concluded by summarizing the benefits offered by the complete IQVIA
NLP product set and its recent enhancements and new additions. He highlighted

Calum next discussed the application of NLP in population health and precision

successful NLP data extraction case studies from Guardant Health on precision

medicine. These areas represent a continuum in health outcomes, ranging from

oncology initiatives, and Northshore Health on SDOH, that are discussed in more

groups of individuals treated as a whole (e.g. breast cancer screening) in population

detail in their own specific summaries in this eBook.

health, to treating individual patients based on their deep phenotyping in precision
medicine. A key aim of population health is to prevent advanced complex diseases
where the sickest 5% of the population consume 50% of healthcare costs. NLP can
uncover insights from unstructured data that apply at the population and individual
level, and can have positive impacts on health outcomes to both.
NLP is also valuable in risk stratification and predictive analytics. Calum described a
case study for the former where an organization implemented an NLP pipeline with
an OCR tool that can now process 100,000 charts per year, and extract evidence of
disease that can be coded to a hierarchical condition category (HCC). NLP can also
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“With NLP you can transform unstructured data from

a burden that requires effort, investment and review,
into a very powerful asset delivering value throughout
the enterprise. IQVIA provides a core platform that
you can use across teams, and which enables the best
decision support in key areas.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/39u6wg7
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Deploying AI in healthcare: From algorithm development to
workflow integration
Nadea Leavitt is a Senior Director in the IQVIA AI for Healthcare Group and Matthew Hackenberg is Associate Principal,
Predictive Analytics. They described in detail how IQVIA’s AI Innovation Hub brings new artificial intelligence (AI) for
healthcare offerings to market—from idea generation to effective, scalable, automated and productized solutions.
Nadea discussed three key components needed to develop successful healthcare

clinical workflow; identify care team members; develop a current state workflow;

algorithms: Data complemented with specialized clinical knowledge; AI and

and identify EMR technologies to be addressed. Matt showed a clinical workflow

NLP technology; and a skilled team of data scientists, software engineers,

mapped by applying this process and discussed its use in a care gap campaign

clinicians and IT architects. In medical event prediction, IQVIA has developed AI

for patients at risk for type 2 diabetes. He also added more detail to the atrial

methodologies and techniques and applied them in more than 100 therapeutic

fibrillation study mentioned above where the 22% drop was equivalent to 114

areas. AI algorithms can be converted from complex “black box” to simple

fewer strokes, which equates to $2M–$7M in savings.

questionnaires with 90% precision in one case. Other predictive AI algorithm
deployments resulted in a 20% increase in early product adoption in at-risk
patients, with a $6M ROI in one case; and in an electronic medical record (EMR)
clinical decision support tool, there was a 22% reduction in atrial fibrillationrelated strokes among patients flagged as “at risk,” whose care was modified.
Nadea drilled into aspects such as data quality vs. usability, frequency of data
refresh, model drift, and data and algorithm bias, and described tools and
techniques used to mitigate decreasing model performance.
Matt stressed the importance of integrating predictive algorithms into the clinical
workflow. He outlined IQVIA’s methodology to ensuring successful workflow
integration in four main areas: Sustainable workflow effort; deploying insights in
the native workflow aligned with current processes; delivering patient benefit; and
minimizing effort, i.e. fewest clicks. The process has four phases: Understand the
18 | IQVIA Virtual NLP Summit 20212

Nadea concluded with a case study from a medical device manufacturer whose
device was collecting breathing wave-form data. This was augmented in real time
with patient data such as smoking status, COPD Assessment Test (CAT) score,
demographics, age and gender, and fed into the AI algorithm to predict if a
patient would have an adverse event in the next 48 hours. The result was that the
algorithm showed a six-fold improvement on a previous solution in the device.

“Our goal is to reduce clinician discovery needed to

find useful information in decision-making [...] If we
articulate those elements using NLP and present them
in a UI, it saves clinicians time, but it also improves the
accuracy of treatment plans and medical decisions.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3mJDBbd
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Improving discrete cancer diagnoses from pathology reports with
NLP at Kaiser Permanente
Soora Wi is a Laboratory Epidemiologist at Kaiser Permanente (KP), and he described how NLP helped improve
discrete data capture from interpretive cervical biopsy reports. Pathology reports often contain different
classification systems and non-standard text, which makes interpretation and diagnosis difficult. KP developed,
tested and applied NLP queries to the unstructured report text and achieved high precision and recall in exact match
biopsy diagnoses, and reduced manual review time by nearly 98%.
Soora discussed the problems that different classification systems and non-

The NLP results were validated and adjudicated by a cytotechnologist or

standard terminology and interpretive text in cervical biopsy reports pose for

pathologist, and NLP performance was rated by calculating precision, recall and

pathologists. This confusion and ambiguity hinders clinical interpretation and

F-scores. NLP performed very well in assessing exact match biopsy diagnoses

challenges reaching a discrete diagnosis. KP decided to examine whether IQVIA

and risk match levels with Precision = 0.957–0.987, Recall = 0.925–1.000, and

NLP could process the unstructured text in pathology reports to generate

F-score = 0.94–0.978. Another major benefit of applying NLP was a reduction in

biopsy diagnoses that matched those obtained by detailed manual review by a

the time to manually review a monthly file of 3,000 biopsy reports by nearly

cytotechnologist or pathologist.

98%—from previous current practice of 30 hours, to now 30 minutes.

KP defined cervical biopsy diagnoses with discrete categorical labels, and

Soora concluded by acknowledging that until standardized terminology such as

classified and ranked these in order of severity, based on Cervical Intraepithelial

synoptic reporting for cervical biopsies is accepted and implemented, NLP can

Neoplasia (CIN) scores. They then developed more than 20 NLP queries based on

play a pivotal role in clinical management of cervical pathology and disease.

these CIN classifications, using 2,000 pre-2019 pathology reports as the training
set. The queries were run, evaluated and iteratively modified until they achieved
90% exact match agreement with the known outcome. They were then applied
to over 35,000 pathology reports based on cervical, uterine and endocervical
samples from KP patients collected from August 2019 to July 2020.
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“NLP can transform the unstructured text narrative

in cervical biopsy reports into discrete diagnoses,
and has a role in the clinical management of cervical
cancer surveillance, analytics and research.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3aWTecm
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Getting started with NLP for social determinants of health
Nirav Shah (Director of Quality Innovation and Clinical Practice Analytics), Urmila Ravichandran (Data Scientist) and Tom
Werth (Programmer Analyst) described how Northshore University Health System uses NLP to support its strategic drive
to promote healthy communities. The speakers discussed the clinical, data science and architecture aspects of a project
to apply IQVIA NLP to extract SDOH from its clinical notes to identify care gaps at an individual and population level.
Nirav introduced Northshore, which is an integrated healthcare delivery system

edge cases. The result was positive, e.g. with the F1 score for the “limited English”

with nine hospitals, 300 walk-in locations, 6000 physicians and more than 25,000

SDOH query increasing from 0.8 out of the box to 0.93. Urmila noted important

team members. AI is increasingly important in healthcare with a focus on analytics,

strengths of the system: The tool is not a black box; it democratizes data to non-

data management, AI/ML and cloud computing. Northshore wanted to leverage

data scientist users; and it enables creation of custom queries.

NLP in strategically important clinical use cases, and Nirav noted that while 88% of
the expenditure on staying healthy is for medical services, there is a mismatch, as
70% of what makes us healthy is due to SDOH. Northshore decided to use NLP to tap
into SDOH assets currently buried in its clinical notes. This extracted data can then
be used for individual- and community-level care gap identification and closure.

Tom concluded by explaining how Northshore integrated IQVIA NLP into its
pipelines. The Northshore infrastructure uses EPIC as its underlying EMR linked
to an enterprise data warehouse. This stores structured data, so it required
additional pipelines to push the IQVIA NLP-extracted SDOH into the warehouse,
and others to present the results to decision-makers via analysis and visualization

Urmila outlined the data science approach to the project, taking IQVIA NLP

dashboards. Tom discussed the use of IQVIA’s robust NLP Data Factory which

queries and either modifying existing queries, or building custom versions. IQVIA

does the “heavy lifting” in the system. There was extensive benchmarking to size

provides an out-of-the-box SDOH query that can extract over a dozen SDOH topics

the system, and validation that the output from the query servers deployed to

and subtopics. The structure of the query is very intuitive, and its GUI allows

production was accurate. Tom also praised IQVIA’s training and support.

deeper exploration of the linguistic patterns being sought. She described four
key steps in building SDOH queries and discussed each in detail: Create a gold
standard; build and/or modify queries; evaluate query performance and tweak as
needed; and package and ship the queries into production.
Challenging aspects of the project included detecting and avoiding linguistic
patterns with errors and avoiding over-modifying queries to accommodate all
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“We are interested in our healthcare outside our four

walls and transitioning from volume- to value-based
care. So can we extract social determinants of health
from our clinical notes to drive improvement? ”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3aXIo5T
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Innovating drug development with natural language processing:
Focus on safety
Jane Reed is Director of Life Sciences at IQVIA, and she re-emphasized how NLP can help capture three essential
voices in drug discovery, development and delivery—scientist, clinician and patient—and make their content and
context usable across the pharma data ecosystem. She described how IQVIA NLP solutions can bring benefits
throughout the drug safety process, and illustrated this with two successful case studies.
Jane stressed the need to capture information from three main voices involved

extracted data. Applying NLP reduced case creation times to a few minutes, with

with drug discovery, development and delivery: The scientist, the clinician

fields auto-populated and of higher quality: Overall the company achieved a 60%

and, increasingly, the patient. NLP exposes the 80% of valuable insights and

saving in FTEs and 70% in time, and a 47% increase in quality.

information buried in unstructured text documents, and NLP is now a critical
component for modern, data-driven biopharma companies by surfacing clean,
consistent data for analysis, insight generation and data science workflows.

In the second study, clinical biomedicine informatics staff wanted a better
understanding of published information on drugs causing neutropenia, and any
potential translation from preclinical to human. A vast amount of data is buried

IQVIA’s NLP platform provides powerful text mining using a mix of technologies

in the literature, so the client used NLP to extract information from MEDLINE

including ML and rules-based methodologies. Jane surveyed IQVIA’s delivery

scientific abstracts and from TrialTrove, taking advantage of ontologies to find all

and accessibility options that bring NLP benefits to broad sets of different users.

the drugs and diseases, and the multiple ways in which neutropenia is described.

Visualization, search and analytics are available to business and scientific users

This created an information landscape and clean data for analytics and predictive

from Insights Hubs, while data scientists can use NLP API endpoints to plug into

models, with an intuitive UI to give easy access to expert users.

models and enterprise workflows. These access methods are complemented by

“NLP rules are transparent, so it’s a white box system.

the IQVIA Content Store with cloud-hosted public domain and proprietary content.
Jane concluded by illustrating two safety-related case studies. In the first, a top 20
pharma company used the IQVIA Vigilance Platform with NLP for case processing.
In their manual process over 45% of the time was spent on data entry and quality
control, and a review of the legacy data revealed much inconsistency in the
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You can see the data that NLP is surfacing, understand
the rules and iterate, using HART curation to drill into
the context and granularity; and save time and money
in case processing with higher quality.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3OdnOwP
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Identification of potential targets for drug repurposing in
neonatology
Paolo Grossi is a Data Scientist in the Scientific Knowledge and Information Resources Department at Chiesi
Farmaceutici, and he described a drug discovery project in collaboration with the Chiesi Preclinical Department
that used IQVIA NLP to identify genes relevant to neonatology indications. NLP-identified drugs correlated to those
genes and to related indications in support of possible drug repurposing. The NLP-derived results compared very
favorably with manually derived data, and this methodology can be applied in other areas or indications of interest.
Paolo introduced Chiesi Farmaceutici, a top 50 pharma company that has used

with almost 1,000 up- and down-regulated targets from the animal model

IQVIA NLP for over five years, and he described a collaborative project with the

transcriptomic analysis, to give 17 genes that can be targeted by drugs.

Preclinical Department to add potential targets to Chiesi’s neonatology pipeline.
They had developed an in-house model transcriptomic analysis, which identified
a number of genes and master regulators, and they wanted to assess if it was
possible to use NLP to find alternative genes from the literature; to define which
genes would be an ideal target for a given indication, and to find and prioritize
drugs related to these genes.
Chiesi used a customized IQVIA NLP multi-query to extract genes from PubMed
abstracts and full text that were correlated with the disease and indication of
interest. They developed a statistical scoring system to rank the genes that
assessed publication score, journal impact factor, citation score and time-frame
score. This process retrieved and ranked 965 genes. They developed a similar
query and scoring mechanism to output a ranked list of drugs, and could then
use this list to further rank the genes for druggability, ending up with a priority
set of 93 genes. The final step was to cross-reference these 93 prioritized genes
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These 17 genes were compared with the genes previously obtained by manual
selection, and three quarters of the NLP-detected genes were determined to be of
interest. This list included novel genes not identified by manual review, including
inflammation-related genes and indication markers. The team’s conclusion was to
pass three genes forward for target investigation, including the top-ranked gene
from the NLP analysis.
Possible next steps include extending the NLP extraction process to DrugBank,
completing the categorization of the drugs as already marketed or in development,
and applying the methodology in other areas or indications of interest.

“IQVIA NLP has helped us to operate more quickly,

with greater precision, and to expand our results in
this project.”
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NLP for MedDRA coding: Pilot study in individual case study
report processing
Martin Menke is Medical Coding Lead at the Clinical Safety and Pharmacovigilance Department at CSL Behring, and
he described a pilot study to evaluate the use of NLP to increase the amount and quality of MedDRA coding from
Individual Case Study Reports (ICSRs). An NLP proof-of-concept on historical data increased autocoding to 62%, and
this real-life pilot achieved 71%, with 5% of the codes being more consistent.
Martin outlined the role of MedDRA codes in adverse event (AE) reporting

The intent of this pilot was to assess the quality of the NLP-suggested codes in real

within pharmacovigilance and highlighted the problems of deriving the required

world use, and to further increase the rate of autocoding. The pilot system was built

MedDRA codes from the reports of AEs received by the company. These are often

with optimizations from the previous proof-of-concept (on historic data), and was

submitted as free text, with informal and lay-person language, so the reports need

run using MedDRA 24.1. Analysis of the results showed 1,800 coding instances and

to be disambiguated and converted to standard MedDRA terminology. A simple

2,015 codeable items, of which the coders chose 92% correctly while NLP achieved

example—“I had a horrible headache and couldn’t sleep for two days”—illustrates

90% correct. The rate of autocoding in the real-life pilot was 71%, an increase over

the challenges. “Headache” has its own MedDRA code, so that’s a 1:1 match, but

the proof-of-concept that suggested further improvement was possible.

“couldn’t sleep” has no direct equivalent and requires manual coding to assign the
MedDRA code “Sleeplessness” as the best match. This is time-consuming and errorprone, and CSL Behring wanted to see if NLP processing could increase its rate of
autocoding from the current 30% to something approaching 80%.

Martin concluded by outlining strategic directions, with a focus on improving queries
and ontologies to better handle special situations (e.g. medication errors) and layperson language (e.g. knowing that “feeling under the weather” is not the same as
the MedDRA code “Weather sensitivity increased”); to extract more patient-related

An earlier NLP proof-of-concept on historical data increased the autocoding rate

information and context; and to integrate with the pharmacovigilance database.

to 60% using out-of-the-box NLP queries. CSL then worked with IQVIA NLP to

“NLP is a powerful tool to support [MedDRA] coding

create a simple interface for the NLP, which the pharmacovigilance case managers
used in a six-month pilot study. The medical coders could select verbatim text
from the database, paste it into an input text field, and submit for NLP processing.
The NLP returned a set of suggested MedDRA codes that the coders reviewed and
accepted if correct.
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and it gets much more powerful with rules attached
that can access content—and it is definitely part of
the future of pharmacovigilance.”
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Panning for gold: Surfacing novel content to drive richer
conversations
Hywel Evans is Director, Pharma, Medical & Commercial at IQVIA, and he described IQVIA’s work with pharma
customers to help them apply NLP to rich but often unmanageable data sources. Hywel surveyed the changing
information needs for doctors, healthcare professionals and medical science liaison (MSL) staff, and described how
the Insights Hubs, the Content Store and the human curation tool can address these needs.
The information environment for doctors, covering science, data sources and

use with an application in rare diseases looking for a specific clinical trial, taking

communication methods, continues to expand and become more complex. Scientific

advantage of IQVIA’s rich ontologies to ensure that all the correct synonyms are

research is bigger and more fragmented, there is growing use of real world evidence

included. MSL staff sometimes have different challenges, and need to understand

and the need to understand patient journeys and social determinants of health, and

the patient journey first, including themes like product switching, adverse events,

patients are becoming better informed and more communicative. Hywel described

adherence and sentiments, extracted from public and proprietary information, and

IQVIA’s role as using NLP technology to help medical professionals engage with their

Insights Hubs provide an excellent interactive channel to access this key information.

stakeholders better, without adding too much complexity or confusion.

Hywel concluded by summarizing the key benefits of NLP for medical staff,

Hywel listed ways in which NLP can take advantage of the many rich data sources,

highlighting that reliable, scalable, repeatable workflows that obviate the need for

including empowering staff to run their own or modified pre-built searches to extract

manual processes save time and money, and increase quality.

specific information and view the results, sometimes via interactive visualizations.
NLP can also extract features, normalize data and apply medical coding within data
workflows, and then push the enriched and surfaced data into a pre-existing useroriented system for search and review. Ensuring that data is up to date by scanning
literature and pre-prints can increase its impact value, and help medics and pharma
professionals understand research and market trends and directions.
The IQVIA NLP Insights Hub and Content Store provide a valuable source of such
crucial information for better stakeholder conversations, and Hywel illustrated their
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“Using IQVIA NLP solutions within Medical Affairs and
specifically HART, you are getting synergy between
the efficiency and scale of text mining technology,
and the expertise of reviewers such as medics and
other experts to give you the best of both worlds.”

To watch a recording of this presentation, please visit: https://bit.ly/3Hlzjjw
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